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Presentation Notes
A sliver of the whole.    * Creating Ground Rules for Discussion Sections    * Using Group Work in Discussion Sections    * Strategies for Variety in the Classroom    * Developing Critical Reading Skills    * How to Teach Lab Sections    * Award-winning Teaching Ideas (Teaching Effectiveness Award Essays)    * Theories of Learning    * Dealing with and Preventing Academic Dishonesty    * Grading Students' Written Work    * Understanding & Using Instructional Technology    * Five Ways to Improve Your Teaching    * How to Write a Letter of Recommendation    * Campus Resources    * FAQs
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What?

Why?

How?

Overview

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Through some practice and  the view of politicians, their intended and unintended messages we will - Note Ekman work- not a focus of this session.Practice doing, to go beyond the hard wiring of communicationAcknowledge Resistance  - practice and be awkwardRole plying - Contrived Reality   SessionsTo leave a few minutes at the end for questions here - or at the ‘common grounds’

http://www.whitehouse.gov/index.html
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What ?
1.Pair high school 

seniors with top level 
scientists (mentors) 

2.Develop research plan

3.Conduct Research

4.Prepare abstract, 
poster, paper and 
present
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Presentation Notes
Through some practice and  the view of politicians, their intended and unintended messages we will - Note Ekman work- not a focus of this session.Practice doing, to go beyond the hard wiring of communicationAcknowledge Resistance  - practice and be awkwardRole plying - Contrived Reality   SessionsTo leave a few minutes at the end for questions here - or at the ‘common grounds’
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Why?
America Competes Act 2007  
Student’s lack of 
experience/knowledge of 
research and STEM careers
Need to hook these students
– Keep them in STEM disciplines
– Keep them in geographic location



Benefits
Students

Teachers

Mentors
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The brain, however perfect, has it’s own measure of ADD. Therefore, just about everyone one of you have spent a second or  longer not paying attention. That is okay as the brain has several mechanisms  that drive what it pays attention to. Today the offering is three frames.You will know best which reference point will be most useful for you. We will return to these reference frames at the end of the session to  reflect on how our perceptions and understandings have  been influenced.Because we are  here from the generous support of the NHIOP as well as on the campus of  Saint Anselm our journey also  exists on two parallel paths. Politics and Education 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.andsuchandsuch.com/media/einstein.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.andsuchandsuch.com/einstein.html&h=600&w=600&sz=88&hl=en&start=10&tbnid=CnuB0o5CFjQS3M:&tbnh=135&tbnw=135&prev=/images%3Fq%3Deinstein%2Bcaricature%26gbv%3D2%26svnum%3D10%26hl%3Den%26safe%3Dactive%26sa%3DX
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Student Benefits
• Building self-

confidence

• Fostering 
initiative and 
independence

• Sparking an 
interest in 
STEM careers
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Student Benefits
• College opportunities, scholarships, and 

future employment

• Enhancing science and engineering 
knowledge via application /real life field 
experiences

• Strengthening student credentials

• Assisting students in choosing a university 
program that fits their needs

• Building student’s network for summer 
employment and the future beyond college
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Teacher Benefits
• Puts teacher in different role

• Teacher’s learn from reading 
abstracts and poster presentations

• Distinguished lecture series

• Positive teacher/parent/community 
contacts.

─Parents love it
─Principal loves it
─Positive publicity for the school
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Mentor Benefits
• Mentors love to teach
• Young minds provide 

untainted thinking
• Great publicity—community 

involvement
• Students may become future 

researchers or employees
• Builds communication 

networks

















Min Kao Scholarship
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Final Thought  How do we test this?
• Will this improve our 

student’s test scores?

• Should we stop the 
program because it 
will not improve our 
student’s test scores?

• Do we really want to limit what our we 
teach our children to just what we can 
measure on a m/c test?



How Can You Help?
Be a mentor
Provide expertise for classroom 
projects and competitions
Provide real-world applications
Be a speaker
Provide field trip opportunities
Provide equipment/instrumentation



How To Get Involved
Call a principal
Call a teacher
Register on vols4stem.org



What Do Students Have to Say?
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